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Address Database Business Solutions Ltd. 
PO Box 300 480,  
Unit 4A, 331 Rosedale Road,  
1311 Albany, Auckland

Country New Zealand

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Our four main products are: 

Showers Online: World leading software for calculating all the details necessary to install frameless glass showers from the basic site measurements.
This includes complete glass and hardware cutting instructions and installation diagrams for the installer. It also provides costing and a quote,
complete with 3D drawings. Almost half a million showers, primarily in North America, have been designed using this software. 

Shopfronts Online: Performs a similar function to Showers Online but for designing frameless glass storefronts as frequently seen in upmarket
shopping areas. Supports the much wider range of hardware required by shopfronts and other shopfront specific features like fins, floating headers,
maglocks, recessed headers, etc.  

Railings Online: Our newest software is for designing aluminium railings. Like our other design modules this software allows aluminium railing
installers to calculate all the glass and hardware requirements, including costs, from the basic site measurements.  

GlassPro: Is a quoting and job management system specifically designed for the glass industry. This system manages everything from quoting and
site visits to purchase orders and invoicing. GlassPro is very useful in its own right but a key benefit in export markets is that our design modules
(Showers, Shopfronts and Railings) can be plugged into GlassPro to provide a complete solution. 

Additionally we provide a hosting service for some of our partners in New Zealand and Australia. This allows them to provide their customers with
access to our software over the internet.
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